Press Release


Troy, MI November 30, 2022 — Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. is pleased to announce the certification of Aquila Engineering, LLC to the ISO 9001:2015 and 14001:2015 standards. Headquartered in Houston, Texas, Aquila Engineering, LLC offers a broad range of support services and products to offshore drilling rigs worldwide. From real time monitoring on Blowout Preventers (BOP) to the EDGE, a rig-deployed RTM & touchscreen analytics kiosk. With expert offshore surveyors available to offer support where necessary, their company is committed to fulfilling customer requirements and exceeding their expectations. The focus on innovation and continuous improvement inherent in ISO certification helps reinforce the “process” pillar which joins the “people” and “technology” pillars Aquila is founded on, as Company progress would otherwise be obstructed without such “process.”

With the help of their certification achievements, Aquila Engineering plans to pursue further areas that would benefit from their advanced remote monitoring & predictive analytics services integrated with machine learning, artificial intelligence, and digital automation technologies.

Being certified to ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 means providing customers with confidence that:

- their primary focus is on the needs of customers
- their leadership is focused on establishing unity and direction
- team involvement and participation is emphasized
- processes are controlled as an approach to quality management
- leaders and management groups coordinate to achieve improved productivity
- increased performance is achieved through continual improvement
- decisions are made most effective by thorough analysis and interpretation of data
- optimization of resources and costs is achieved by mutually beneficial supplier relationships

All certified businesses effectively demonstrate their continuing dedication to quality and customer satisfaction above and beyond the normal practices of uncertified organizations. By demonstrating this dedication through certification, the impressive reputation of Aquila Engineering, LLC is further emphasized.

About Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc.

Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. is dedicated to differentiating itself as an effective provider of certification services, as well as ensuring that we create value for our customers, industry stakeholders, and employees. PJR understands the importance of impartiality in carrying out its management system certification activities, manages conflict of interest, and ensures the objectivity of its management certification activities.
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